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Owing to the flexible and controllable characteristics, the magnetic composite film becomes an ideal option for
future portable, efficient and multifunctional magnetic soft actuators. Here, an anisotropic magneto-sensitive
elastomer film (MSEF) composite based on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and high concentration of carbonyl
iron particles (CIPs) was developed. The off-plane design of CIP structures endows MSEF excellent fielddependent deformability and actuation ability. The off-plane bending angle of the MSEF-30◦ in 87mT uniform
magnetic field could reach 70.78◦ . Moreover, the MSEF-20◦ could lift a heavy object 66.4 times its own weight.
The influences of particle chain orientation, CIP contents, thickness and applied magnetic field on the magnetoinduced deformation behavior were fully discussed, and finite element calculations were performed to clarify the
experimental results. An improved balance equation was proposed and qualitatively explained the experimental
results under different magnetic fields. Based on the MSEF composite, biomimetic soft actuators with bidirec
tional deformation and self-sensing functions were produced respectively. The two easy preparation and pro
grammable soft actuators could achieve the expected actuation effect, indicating that the anisotropic MSEFs have
great potential as soft actuators in the fields of biomedicine, microfluidics, intelligent robots and bionics
applications.

1. Introduction
Compared with traditional rigid actuators, the soft actuators, with
the superior flexibility, adaptability and deformability, have great po
tential in the field of biomedicine [1], health monitoring [2,3], MEMS
device [4] and soft robot [5,6]. Various soft actuators have been
designed and fabricated based on different stimuli-responsive mecha
nism [7–11]. Among them, the magnetically controlled soft actuators
based on magneto-sensitive elastomer materials have attracted growing
attentions [12–15]. Magneto-sensitive elastomer materials are usually
fabricated by incorporating micron or nanometer magnetic particles
into continuous polymer matrix [16,17]. By varying external magnetic
field, the magnetic polymer composite materials behave elongation,
contraction, bending and twisting [7,18–21]. The deformation can be

achieved with fast response time, small size of device, high power effi
ciency and low drive voltages, etc [22]. As a result, magneto-sensitive
soft actuators have been found in mechatronic and micro-robotic sys
tems [13,23].
As one kind of magneto-sensitive elastomer, anisotropic magnetosensitive elastomer film (MSEF) has extraordinary deformability under
external magnetic field due to its high saturated magnetization, low
stiffness and high flexibility [12,24–26]. Therefore, the anisotropic
MSEF composite is very suitable for developing the intelligent actuators.
Zhang et al. [27] fabricated magnetically actuated three-dimensional
mobile microgripper based on the programmable magnetic-sensitive
elastomer film. By directly controlling the magnetic force and torque
applied to the microgripper, the micro objects could be grasped and
transported. Mishra et al. [28] utilized nanoparticle chains oriented in
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the great potential of MSEFs in the soft actuators field.

plane and prepared the magnetic elastomer films with anisotropic me
chanical response, which enabled the direction-controlled actuation
under magnetic field. Schmauch et al. [29] concluded that the chained
magnetic microparticles (MMPs) could provide more complex defor
mation behaviors for soft actuators. The magnetically actuated lifters,
valves, and peristaltic pumps were fabricated to demonstrate their ca
pabilities in different work status based on the elastomer films with
chained MMPs.
In previous studies, the flexible MSEFs with the magnetic particle
chains arranging within the plane were connected to obtain micro ac
tuators. During the pre-structured process of the magnetic sensitive
elastomer film, the attractive dipolar interactions pull the magnetic
particles together to form chains. One-dimensional arrangement of
magnetic particle chains will bring the composite the magnetic anisot
ropy. The magnetic particle chains are magnetized much more when the
chain orientation is parallel to the external magnetic field direction.
Consequently, the alignment of the chains along the external magnetic
field direction is energetically favorable and the magnetically induced
mechanical response is orientation-dependent [28]. The bending, curl
ing and other complex motions under uniform magnetic fields are ach
ieved by magnetic anisotropy [30]. However, there are some
unavoidable problems in MSEFs composed of in-plane particle chains.
The changes of particle chain orientation will cause composite mem
brane the combined deformation of bending and torsion [28]. Some
special measurement techniques are required to quantitatively investi
gate the magneto-deformation. In addition, excessive magnetic in
clusions in-plane can eliminate the magnetic anisotropy caused by the
chain arrangement of particles. Only composite films with magnetic
particle mass fraction less than 10.2% have been studied [29].
Therefore, the anisotropic magnetic sensitive elastomer films with
particle chain orientation along the thickness direction were investi
gated in this paper. The distribution of micron magnetic particles inside
the MSEF was observed by the X-ray microtomography. Under different
magnetic fields, the influence of contents, chain orientation and mag
netic field strength on the deformation of the MSEF was explored
experimentally. And then, a modified model for magnetically induced
deformation was proposed based on magneto-elastic theory. Moreover,
the actuation force of the MSEF composite as soft actuator was also
evaluated by lifting different loads. Finally, a bidirectional actuator and
a self-sensing actuator composed of MSEFs were fabricated, indicating

2. Experiment
2.1. Materials
The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) precursor and curing agent (Syl
gard 184) were purchased from Dow Corning. The carbonyl iron parti
cles (CIPs) with average size 7 μm were brought from BASF in Germany.
All the reagents were analytically pure and were adopted without
additional purification.
2.2. Preparation
First, the PDMS precursor and the curing agent at a mass ratio of 10:1
were mixed. Second, the CIPs were added into the mixture (Fig. 1). The
three components were stirred with a glass rod for 10 min to mix
thoroughly. The mixture was treated by vacuum oven for 10 min to
remove bubbles. Then, the mixture was transferred to the surface of
silicon wafer (50 mm × 50 mm). With spin coater 1000 rpm rotated
speed for about one and half minutes, the mixture covered the silicon
wafer evenly. After that, a pre-structured magnetic field was applied on
the silicon wafer with the uniform distributed mixture for 10 min. At the
end, the silicon wafer was heated at 100℃ for 10 min on the heating
plate. The magnetic-sensitive elastomer composite film was then care
fully peeled off from the silicon wafer.
With the same procedure, the MSEFs with 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%
CIPs mass fraction were fabricated. Meanwhile, during the prestructured process, the silicon wafer was set to along the different di
rection with the external magnetic field to obtain the film with different
orientations of magnetic particle chains (Fig. S1). The strength of prestructured magnetic field is 10mT, 20mT, 30mT and 40mT respec
tively. The samples with tilt angle of 0◦ , 10◦ , 20◦ and 30◦ were prepared,
which were respectively named as MSEF-0◦ , MSEF-10◦ , MSEF-20◦ and
MSEF-30◦ in the following contents.
2.3. Characterizations
To observe the microstructure of MSEF, X-ray microtomography
(Xradia 520 Versa, Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy, Inc., USA) with 1024 ×

Fig. 1. Manufacturing process of MSEF. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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1024 pixels, of which the pixel size was about 0.7 µm, was used to
provide three-dimensional image of the particle distribution (Fig. 2a).
The optical microscope (OM, VHX-200) was also employed to view the
relative position of the particles and the matrix on the cross section. The
film thickness was measured by the OM image. The thickness of each
sample was measured 5 times at different positions. The arithmetic
mean of results was defined as the final thickness value.
A self-made platform was built to measure the deformation of the
magneto-sensitive elastomer composite film (Fig. 3a). The electromag
nets (XDA-120/70, Yueqing Xingda Electric Co., Ltd., China) were
exploited to generate the external magnetic field. The magnetic field
strength was controlled by the current of power supply (ITECH IT6724).
The sample was glued on the L-shaped glass shelf. A 3D printed plastic
support was utilized to fix the electromagnets and the glass shelf. The
deformation image was recorded by camera. The image was recognized
to obtain the spatial configuration of film under different external
magnetic fields.
Tensile test of MSEF was conducted on an electroforce dynamic
system (TA ElectroForce 3220, TA Instruments). The magnetic hyster
esis loops of MSEFs were characterized by a magnetic property
measuring system vibrating sample magnetometer (SQUID, Quantum
Design Co., America). The multiphysics modeling and simulation soft
ware COMSOL was used to calculate the distribution of the test magnetic
field and the deformation of the MSEF.

observation results, the arrangement orientations of particle chain in the
samples meet the expectation by pre-design in the pre-structured
process.
3.2. Deformation of MSEF composites under the uniform magnetic field
Fig. 3a shows the test system for magnetically induced deformation
under the uniform magnetic field. The magnetic flux density at the
center of the two electromagnets was measured with a digital tesla meter
(HT20, Shanghai Hengtong Magnetic Technology Co., Ltd., China). The
magnetic field strength has a linear relationship with the current
(Fig. S2). In order to inspect the uniformity of the experimental magnetic
field, electromagnets with the same proportion were simulated in
COMSOL software. The parameters used are shown in Table S1. The
calculation results with the control current at 0.9A are exhibited in
Fig. 3b. It is obvious that the magnetic field around the sample position
is uniform and the magnetic field direction is along the z-axis direction.
Next, the MSEF-20◦ sample was glued on the L-shape shelf in the test
platform. The magnetically induced off-plane deformation of the sample
was measured under different external magnetic fields. As shown in
Fig. 3a, the red line is the deformation spatial configuration of the
sample and the dotted black line represents the connection line between
the free end and fixed end. The angle of the connection line with the yaxis is defined as the deformation angle φ, which can be used to describe
the magnetically induced deformation capability of film. As seen from
the Fig. S3, the deformation angle φ of MSEF-0◦ sample is nearly zero
under the same magnetic field, which means that the oblique magnetic
particle chains greatly affect the magnetically induced deformation of
the magneto-sensitive elastomer film.
The size effects are discussed in Fig. 3c. It shows that, with different
ratios of length to width, the deformation angles almost have the same
value under different external magnetic fields. The deformation angle of
the MSEF increases with the magnetic flux density increasing. The
deformation angles of films with other sizes were also tested. There is
little difference in the maximum deformation angle (Fig. S4a). In addi
tion, the hysteresis behavior of the magnetic induced deformation is
shown in Fig. 3d and Fig. S4b–d. It can be found that there is a hysteresis
phenomenon during the loading cycle of external magnetic field. The
deformation behaviors of three samples with same size and different
particle chain orientations under the magnetic flux density cycling are

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Microstructure of MSEF composites
The microstructures of different samples were observed by the X-ray
microtomography. Two typical results are shown in Fig. 2b and 2c. It can
be clearly seen that most of the CIPs in the MSEF-0◦ sample with wt50%
CIPs are arranged into chain and distributed along the thickness direc
tion in the matrix. While, as for the sample of MSEF-20◦ with wt20%
CIPs (Fig. 2c), the particle chains are formed in the oblique direction
with the normal direction of the film surface, of which the average angle
is about 20◦ . Fig. 2d–f show the cross-section OM photos of MSEFs-20◦
with wt20%, wt30% and wt40% CIPs. The white dots represent mag
netic particles. It can be seen that the larger the mass fraction of iron
powder, the more spots on the cross section of the film. From the

Fig. 2. (a) The schematic diagram of X-ray microtomography. Ct scan results of (b) Orthotropic MSEF-0◦ sample with wt50% CIPs and (c) MSEF-20◦ with wt20%
CIPs. The OM images of MSEFs-20◦ with (d) wt20%, (e) wt30% and (f) wt40% CIPs. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. (a) The schematic of uniform magnetic field generator and the deformation of MSEF-20◦ (15 mm × 5 mm × 0.05 mm, CIPs wt20%). (b) The simulation results
of magnetic field. The arrows represent the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field. Influencing factors of magneto-induced deformation under uniform
magnetic field. (c) The aspect ratio of film. (d) Application and removal of magnetic field. (e) The orientation of particle chain. (f) (g) The thickness of composite film.
(h) The mass fraction of CIPs. (i) The strength of the pre-structured magnetic field. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

summarized in Fig. 3e. It displays that the MSEF-30◦ has the largest
deformation angle while the MSEF-10◦ has the smallest one. Meanwhile,
as shown in Fig. 3f, the thinner films always have higher maximum
deformation angle due to the less bending stiffness. The thickness of
each sample in Fig. 3f is shown in Fig. 3g. As observed from the crosssection images of optical microscope (Fig. 2d–f), the number of inter
nal particle chains increases with the CIPs mass fraction. Consequently,
the torque caused by the dipolar interaction in the magnetic particle
chain will be raised, which leads to the increment of magneto-induced
deformation angle (Fig. 3h). As previous reported, a stronger prestructured magnetic field would also increase the number of magnetic
particle chain [17]. Therefore, the sample of MSEFs-20◦ fabricated
under a higher pre-structured magnetic field will have a larger defor
mation angle (Fig. 3i).

between the sample and the electromagnet along the z direction.
The deformation angle in the non-uniform magnetic field was
measured and shown in Fig. 4b and c. The samples are MSEF-0◦ and
MSEF-20◦ with wt20% CIPs. The current of external magnetic field
keeps constant at 1.9A. Fig. 4b shows that, with the increase of distance
z, the deformation angle of MSEF-0◦ increases firstly and then decreases.
Comparing the results exhibited in Fig. 4b and Fig. S3, the MSEF0◦ sample hardly deforms under the uniform magnetic field, but has
obvious field-dependent deformation under the non-uniform magnetic
field. It can be seen from Fig. 4c that the deformation angle of MSEF-20◦
shows a continuous decline with the distance z increasing. Moreover, the
deformation direction of the MSEF-20◦ is opposite to that of MSEF-0◦ .
Interestingly, once the glass frame with film was rotated by 180◦
(Fig. 4d), MSEF-20◦ deforms in another direction (Fig. 4f) but the
deformation of MSEF-0◦ sample remains unchanged (Fig. 4e). In order to
verify these experimental results, the deformation of MSEF-0◦ and
MSEF-20◦ and MSEF-20◦ rotated by 180◦ (10 mm × 3 mm × 0.05 mm,
CIPs wt20%) are calculated by software (Fig. 5b–d). The material pa
rameters can be obtained from Fig. S6c and d. The geometric model is
shown in Fig. 5a and relevant parameters can be referred to Table S2.
Consistent with the experimental conditions, the MSEF is 15 mm away
from the surface of the electromagnet, and the upper edge of the film is
constrained. The calculated results, shown in Fig. 5e–g, are almost
consistent with the experimental phenomenon.
Under uniform magnetic field, the MSEF is only subject to magnetic
torque. For the MSEF-0◦ sample, the particle chain orientation is

3.3. Deformation of MSEF composites under gradient magnetic field
Furthermore, the deformation behaviors of MSEF were investigated
on the non-uniform magnetic field platform (Fig. 4a). The non-uniform
magnetic field was realized by a single electromagnet. Fig. S5a manifests
that there is a linear relationship between the magnetic flux density and
the supply current. From the simulation results shown in Fig. S5b, it can
be confirmed that there is a gradient magnetic field. It can be seen from
Fig. S6a and b that the magnetic field strength is only related to the
variation of z and irrelevant to the variable y. Therefore, the changes of
magnetic field strength are mainly controlled by varying the distance
4
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Fig. 4. (a) The MSEF and (d) the MSEF rotated by 180◦ are in the same inhomogeneous magnetic field environment, respectively. The deformation angles of (b)
orthotropic MSEF-0◦ and (c) MSEF-20◦ (10 mm × 3 mm × 0.05 mm, CIPs wt20%) under 1.9A current at different positions z. (e) (f) The result after the L-shaped glass
frame with composite film was rotated by 180◦ according to (b) (c). (g) The comparison about the deformation of MSEF-20◦ sample and MSEF-20◦ rotated by 180◦
sample. (h) The relationship between the current and deformation angles of MSEF-10◦ (10 mm × 3 mm × 0.05 mm, CIPs wt50%). (i) The influence of the distance z
and the particle chain orientation on the deformation when the current is 1.9A. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

consistent with the direction of the magnetic field, and the torque is 0.
Therefore, the MSEF-0◦ sample hardly deforms under the uniform
magnetic field. Under the non-uniform magnetic field, the composite
film is simultaneously subjected to magnetic torque and magnetic field
gradient force. For MSEF-0◦ sample, it is mainly affected by the mag
netic field gradient force and deforms in the direction of force. If the
magnetic field does not change, the deformation direction of the sample
will not change. For MSEF-20◦ sample, the magnetic torque is dominant.
The magnetic torques make particle chains deflect into the magnetic
field direction (anticlockwise). When MSEF-20◦ sample is rotated by
180◦ , the direction of the magnetic torque on the particle chain will be
changed (clockwise). Consequently, the deflection direction would be
opposite.
When the distance is the same, the deformations of MSEF-20◦ sample
and MSEF-20◦ rotated by 180◦ sample are not symmetrical under the
same magnetic field (Fig. 4g). In the deformed configuration of MSEF20◦ , the magnetic field is stronger at the fixed end and smaller at the free
end. However, for the MSEF-20◦ rotated by 180◦ sample, the magnetic
field on the fixed end is smaller than that on the free end. Fig. 4h,
Fig. S7a and S7b show the relationship between the deformation angle
and the current. At the same distance, the deformation angle increases
with the current. When the current is constant, the deformation angle
shows decrease with the distance increasing. The increase of current and
the decrease of distance will increase the strength of the ambient

magnetic field, so the deformation angle will increase. The results about
MSEF-0◦ sample are shown in Fig. S7c. It can be found that the defor
mation angle of MSEF-0◦ sample is always smaller than that of MSEF-20◦
rotated by 180◦ sample. The combined effect of distance and internal
structure on deformation angle is summarized in Fig. 4i. The deforma
tion angle is largest when MSEF-30◦ is subjected to a strong magnetic
field.
3.4. Mechanism of magnetically induced deformation
Deformation mechanism diagram of the MSEF with oblique magnetic
particle chain under uniform magnetic field is shown in Fig. 6. Projec
ting to the y-z plane, the film can be regarded as cantilever beam with
upper end fixed. Internal particle chains are simplified into red lines
(Euler coordinate system) with same angle φinitial (Fig. 6a). The number
and spacing of the red lines depend on the particle content.
It is assumed that after the film deforms, the orientations of the
particle chains in it remain parallel in Euler coordinate system (Fig. 6d).
The magnetic torque τi on a particle chain can be obtained by deriving
the magnetic dipole interaction [20]:

τi ≈

3μ0 m2 n2
sin2α
4π d3

(1)

Here m is the magnetic moment. m = MV, M and V are the
5
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic diagram of the relative position of electromagnet and film in COMSOL. (b–d) Local enlargement about the cross section of the film. The slender
parts with higher magnetic flux densities in the photos represent the locations of the particle chains. The deformation results of (e) orthotropic sample and (f) MSEF20◦ and (g) MSEF-20◦ rotated by 180◦ through calculation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

magnetization and volume of the particle, respectively. n represents the
number of particles in a particle chain. μ0 is the vacuum permeability
and d is the inter-particle distance. α represents the angle between the
direction of the particle chain and the external magnetic field (Fig. 6b
and Fig. 6d).

The geometric relationship is α = φinitial − φ. Then, the Eq. (5)
becomes:
N

χ represents the magnetic susceptibility of a particle, and H is the

external magnetic field intensity.
The total magnetic torque on the film with N particle chains is
(counterclockwise):

τtotal = N τi = N

3μ0 m2 n2
4μ n2 χ 2 R6 π 2
sin2α = N 0 3
H sin2α
4π d3
3d

(3)

R is particle radius.
One the other hand, according to the deflection formula of cantilever
beam only subjected to the bending moment, the relationship between
the deformation angleφ and the elastic restoring moment is (Fig. 6c):

τmech = −

2EIx
φ
l

(4)

E,Ix andl are elastic modulus, inertia moment and length of the beam,
respectively.
Initially, the sample with particle chain orientation angle φinitial
bends due to the magnetic moment (Fig. 6b). As the bending deforma
tion increases, the angle α and the magnetic moment decreases (Fig. 6d).
On the contrary, the elastic restoring moment would increase due to the
increase of deformation angleφ (Fig. 6c). Until the magnetic moment
and the restoring moment reach equilibrium, the film reaches the
deformed configuration. Therefore, in the deformed configuration
(Fig. 6d), the equilibrium equation would be:
4μ n2 χ 2 R6 π 2
2EIx
N 0 3
H sin2α =
φ
3d
l

(6)

From the above equation, the relationship between magnetic field
strengthH and deformation angle φ is not linear. Their relationship is
affected by the initial particle chain orientation, the particle content, the
bending stiffness of the film, inter-particle distance, the magnetic sus
ceptibility and the radius of the particle.
According to the magnetic dipole interaction energy, the sample
tends to bend into the deformed configuration to achieve particle chain
aligning along the H direction (α = 0) where magnetic dipole interac
tion energy is minimum, which is independence of the strength of H.
When the particle chain is arranged in the magnetic field direction, the
magnetic torque on the particle chain is 0 and the film hardly deforms
even the magnetic flux density is large. Therefore, the deformation angle
φ eventually reaches a plateau value as the external magnetic field in
creases. The case that after bending deformation the angle α is no longer
the same was also considered (Fig. S8).
The analytical model of film deformation under non-uniform mag
netic field is shown in Fig. 7b. According to equation (S3), the magnetic
moment (counterclockwise) is:
∫s
N 4μ0 n2 χ 2 R6 π
∙
(Hz (s) )2 sin2[φinitial − θ(s) ]ds
(7)
3d3
0 l

(2)

M = χH

4μ0 n2 χ 2 R6 π 2
2EIx
H sin2(φinitial − φ) =
φ
3d3
l

For calculating the magnetic force, the film per unit length is
regarded as uniform magnetic medium with magnetic susceptibility χ s
(Fig. 7c).χ s depends on the magnetic susceptibility χ and content of the
CIP. Magnetic field gradient force F can be given as:
F = μ0 χ s V(H⋅∇)H

(8)

V are the volume of magnetic medium. Therefore, the magnetic force
per unit length of the film is:

(5)
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Fig. 6. (a) The projection of the film onto y-z plane. The particle chain is represented by red line, and its initial orientation angle is φinitial . (b) Under the external
magnetic field H, the particle chains on the film are subjected to magnetic torque τtotal . (c) The cantilever beam only subjected to the bending moment. (d) In the
deformed configuration, the magnetic torque and the elastic recovery torque are balanced. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(
)
Hx (s)∂ Hy (s)∂ Hz (s)∂
qz (s) = μ0 χ s bh
+
+
Hz (s)
∂x
∂y
∂z

(10 mm × 3 mm × 0.5 mm) are bonded on both sides of the MSEF to
evaluate the actuation force under the uniform magnetic field (Fig. 8e).
Fig. 8a–c show the relationship between the magnetic flux density and
the deformation angle of the MSEFs with weights. The MSEF-30◦ can lift
a heavy object 58.2 times its own weight. When the MSEF actuates the
load, the magnetic torque is balanced with the moment derived from the
system’s gravity. Then the magnetic moment per unit mass of the MSEF
can be calculated and the results are shown in Fig. 8d. Moreover, from
Eq. (3), the magnetic torque is proportional to the square of the external
magnetic field:

(9)

Where b and h represent the width and thickness of the film.
The moment of the magnetic force (clockwise) on the length of ds0 at
point s0 to point s can be written as (Fig. 7a):
∫s
qz (s0 )ds0 ∙
− cosθ(s1 )ds1
(10)
s0

From expression (7) and (10), the equilibrium equation under
gradient magnetic field is:
∫s
∫s
∫s
N 4μ0 n2 χ 2 R6 π
∙
qz (s0 )ds0
cosθ(s1 )ds1
(Hz (s) )2 sin2[φinitial − θ(s) ]ds +
3
3d
0 l
0
s0
dθ(s)
= EIx
ds

(12)

τtotal = βB2
The coefficient is β. Where β = N

4n2 χ 2 R6 π
3μ0 d3

sin2α.

According to formula (12), the τtotal of MSEF with larger α should be
◦
◦
larger when 0 ≤ α ≤ 45 , which is in good agreement with the exper
imental results (Fig. 8d). Five MSEFs-20◦ (3 mm × 3 mm × 0.106 mm)
with wt20% CIPs were combined with the ecoflex10, then a bionic
muscle that appeared the extension and contraction under the applied
magnetic field was developed (Fig. 8f). The MSEF is smaller and requires
a weaker magnetic field than the magnetically sensitive film actuators
that we have known before, which is conducive to miniaturization and
low energy consumption of the device.

(11)

Eq. (11) is the model about the bending deformation of magnetic film
under non-uniform magnetic field. The gradient descent method can be
used to iteratively solveθ(0), θ(s) and qz (s). If the initial angle of particle
chain orientation is opposite, the magnetic moment and magnetic force
are both clockwise (Fig. 7c and f). For MSEF-0◦ , the first term of the Eq.
(11) can be ignored due to the magnetic torque of film is zero (Fig. 7e).

3.6. Bidirectional actuator based on MSEF composites

3.5. Actuation force of MSEF composites

Fig. 9a shows the fabrication of a bidirectional actuator using the
MSEFs and PDMS films. By adjusting the internal structure of the MSEFs
or the pre-strain of the PDMS substrate, three kinds of actuators are

Here, the own weight of MSEF sample as a reference was employed
to check the lift ability of the film. Same number of PDMS elastomers
7
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Fig. 7. (a) (b) The deformed configuration of the magnetic film under non-uniform magnetic field. (c) Magnetic force on the isotropic magnetic film under gradient
magnetic field. (d–f) The relationship of magnetic moment and the initial orientation angle under uniform magnetic field. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. The relationship between deformation and magnetic flux density when (a) the MSEF-10◦ , (b) the MSEF-20◦ , (c) the MSEF-30◦ is loaded with different weights.
(d) The impact of magnetic field on the torque per unit mass of MSEFs. (e) The changes about the deformation of the MSEFs with different loads when responding to
magnetic field. (f) Bionic muscle assembled of MSEFs. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

prepared. The experimental results show that the bidirectional actuators
are curved surface instead of plane in the initial state. After applying the
magnetic field, the MSEFs suffer from different magnetic force and
moment. Therefore, the bidirectional actuators exhibit various
deformations.
The bidirectional actuator I with small curvature structure is placed

on the electromagnet. After energizing the electromagnet, the bidirec
tional actuator I suffers outward magnetic torque and its deformation
changes from concave to convex (Fig. 9a). Fig. 9a also exhibits that the
MSEFs in the bidirectional actuator II with large curvature are subjected
inward torque, which intensifies the bending deformation. Moreover,
the outward deformation of the large-curvature actuator III is realized
8
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Fig. 9. (a) Preparation and deformation mechanism of bidirectional actuators based on MSEF. The insets show the experimental results of bidirectional actuator I
with low curvature structure, bidirectional actuator II with high curvature structure and bidirectional actuator III with regional orientation of particle chains. (b)
Sequence pictures that under intermittent magnetic field, the bidirectional actuator III acts as a fin and drives the entire structure to navigate on the water surface
(vertical view). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

through adjusting the particle chain orientation of the MSEFs (Fig. 9a).
The simulations of the three bidirectional actuators are carried out in
COMSOL, and the results are consistent with the experimental results
(Fig. S9). Fig. 9b shows a bionic fish structure with actuator III as a fin
and plastic PLA as a head, respectively. Under the action of intermittent
magnetic field, the actuator III keeps switching between two steady
states, causing disturbance to the surrounding flow field and promoting
the bionic fish to swim on the water surface (Movie S1). Therefore, the
bidirectional actuators are expected to be employed for simulating the
swimming of jellyfish, scallop and fish, which is unimaginable for single
deformation actuators. The bidirectional actuator enriches the applica
tion scenarios of the MSEF in the soft actuator, and the concept of
bonding the MSEFs with different microstructures to the pre-stretched
substrate is expected to inspire more multifunctional soft actuators.

resulting in potential difference. The upper and lower surfaces of PVDF
film are respectively coated with silver paste to conduct the positive and
negative charges. The aluminum wires drawn from the silver paste are
electrodes to connect multimeter (DMM6000) for measuring the voltage
that generates from the bending deformation of the PVDF film.
Combining silver-PVDF-silver with MSEF actuator, the magnetic film
acts as magnetically sensitive part and leads the whole structure to bend
under uniform magnetic field. The silver-PVDF-silver bends synchro
nously to output electrical signal. According to the magnitude of the
electrical signal, the deflection of the multilayered structure could be
evaluated. The period of the external magnetic field square wave is 4 s,
the magnetic field is dormant in first two seconds, and is turned on in
next two seconds (Fig. 10b–c). Initially the voltage of the self-sensing
actuator is 0. After magnetic field is applied, the self-sensing actuator
deforms and the PVDF bends, generating low potential (V_min). Then
the magnetic field does not change and the voltage returns to zero. At
the end of the fourth second, the magnetic field is removed and the selfsensing actuator returns to the vertical state, generating positive po
tential (V_max). Finally, voltage returns to zero potential.
Fig. 10b and c display the voltage response of self-sensing actuator to
the magnetic field strength. The insets show the voltage change of the
actuator over time. When the magnetic flux density is lower than 49.6
mT, the changes of voltage could not be observed due to the minuscule

3.7. Self-sensing actuator based on MSEF composites
Fig. 10a shows self-sensing actuator which is made of MSEFs-20◦ (14
mm × 10 mm × 0.05 mm, CIPs wt50%) and polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF) (19 mm × 10 mm × 0.028 mm, Aimin Intelligent Co., China).
The XRD result of PVDF exhibits the presence of β-phase, which proves
the piezoelectricity (Fig. S10a). After bending, its upper and lower
surfaces accumulate positive and negative charges respectively,
9
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Fig. 10. Actuator with displacement-magnetic dual-mode sensing. (a) The structure of self-sensing actuator based on MSEF composite. (b)(c) Response to magnetic
field. (d)(e) Response to displacement. (f) The actuation results of self-sensing actuator on the cylindrical chalk. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

deformation of the actuator. In the second interval, the deformation of
the self-sensing actuator is small, and the corresponding voltage signal is
also small. When the external magnetic field is greater than 89.3 mT,
V_min increases as the magnetic flux density increasing. However,
V_max increases with the increase of the magnetic field and then tends to
be stable. It might be caused by different deformation mechanisms.
V_min occurs when the magnetic field is turned on. The magnetic field
used for the test is much weaker than the magnetic field that saturates
the particles. Therefore, the magnetic torque increases with the mag
netic field, resulting the larger V_min. V_max appears when the magnetic
field is removed. When the magnetic field is greater than 168.7mT, the
increase rate of magneto-deformation decreases (Fig. S10b), so V_max
tends to a fixed value. The self-sensing actuator is also evaluated under
952 magnetic field cycles and exhibits good durability (Fig. S10c).
The sensitivity of the self-sensing actuator to displacement was
tested through the electroforce dynamic system (Fig. 10d). One end of
the film is fixed, and the other end is controlled by displacement. Tests
with a frequency of 5 Hz and amplitudes of 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm
and 5 mm were carried out. Fig. 10e shows that the voltage of the film is
positively correlated with the displacement excitation. The self-sensing
actuator was placed near the electromagnet, and the magnetic field was
applied to actuate non-magnetic objects with different shapes and sizes,
such as cylindrical chalk (Fig. 10f) and glass balls (Fig. S11). The selfsensing actuator weighs 0.1253 g. The mass of chalk, big ball and
small ball are 17.88 times, 11.71 times and 2.71 times that of actuator
respectively. The piezoelectricity of PVDF endows the MSEF actuator
with sensing function, which has practical significance for applications
in vivo and in dangerous conditions.

magnetic fields. The MSEF-30◦ sample exhibits 70.78◦ bending defor
mation angle under uniform magnetic field, which is much larger than
the MSEF-0◦ sample. In inhomogeneous magnetic field, both experi
mental and simulation results show that after being rotated by 180◦ ,
MSEF-0◦ sample does not change the deformation direction, but MSEF20◦ deforms in another direction. Under the 87mT uniform magnetic
field, the MSEF-20◦ could lift a heavy object 66.4 times its own weight.
The actuation torque has a quadratic relationship with the external
magnetic field. The particle chain orientation, mass fraction, thickness,
and the strength and gradient of the applied magnetic field will all affect
the anisotropic deformation behavior and actuation ability of the MSEF,
which endows the MSEF with programmable and controllable charac
teristics for soft actuators. A MSEF-based bidirectional actuator assem
bled from pre-strained substrate was produced and simulated fish
swimming under intermittent magnetic excitation. A MSEF-based selfsensing actuator compounded with PVDF was also fabricated, which
moved like a finger to clear various obstacles. Thus, the MSEFs as soft
actuators that are critical to artificial muscles, soft robots and bionic
applications can be developed.
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4. Conclusion
In conclusion, anisotropic magneto-sensitive elastomer composite
films with different off-plane angles and concentrations of magnetic
particles were prepared. The internal microstructures of the composite
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measure the magnetically induced deformation under different
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